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Keith Mccready, Kingston, United States of America

Canton Youth Soccer - Technical - Shooting

Set Up:
A passes to B, B recieves with back foot and shoots.
work right foot and left foot.
Aim:
Good first touch and shot at goal.
Coaching Points:
recieve with back foot.
open up, first touch out of feet so second touch is shot.
Strike through ball , body weight over ball, follow through.

two touch shooting (25 mins)

Set Up:
Pair up players. Set up cones in a line, 5 yards apart. Players
stand facing their partners between the 'gates' that are created
between the cones. 1 ball for each pair, the aim is to shoot the ball
with the lace / instep along the ground to their partner.
Coaching Points:
Look at the ball, where are you contacting?
Look at your target, body is facing your partner
Approach ball on an angle, clean strike and follow through
Knee bent, hip rotates
Easier if ball is out in front of you - take a touch out of your feet
Head over the ball

Gate accuracy (5 mins)

Set Up:
- Groups of 3, 2 cones suitable distance apart (making a goal).
One player at either end and a 'goalie' in the middle cones/goal
Aim:
- Shooting technique with laces
- Static ball/ rolling ball (touch out of feet)
Coaching Points:
- Head over ball
- Angled run up
- Follow through, land on standing foot
- Keep ball on ground, inside foot for accuracy/lacesfor power

Beat the goalie



Set Up:
1v1 plus feeder.
Feeder plays pass to red who strikes on goal. Blue tries to save
the shot. Rolls are reversed on each shot. Shots must be below
head height to count as a goal.
Teams rotate every two minutes. Each player should feed twice
and shoot at least four times.
Coaching Points:
- Focus
- Shoot first time or take a touch?
- Head down, body weight over the ball to keep the shot low

1v1 Shooting (15 mins)

Set Up:
30x20
4 groups of 3
Defender passes ball to attacker 1v1 attacker is looking to create
half a yard to shoot.
Progress add a move/skill for bonus points.
Coaching Points:
Attack at player feet.
Create half a yard with outside touch (touch out of feet)
Strike across the goal (big gap where defender is not covering)

1v1 to goal (10 mins)

Technical Shooting warm up
Organization:
Two goals and no goal keepers. In the middle of the area, each
player has a ball in the designated area.
Set Up:
Players are given a number. Each player dribbles in the
designated grid and once a number is called dribbles out of grid
and shoots on their goal. Even numbers shoot on one goal, odd
numbers shoot on other goal.
Variations:
-Switch goals
-Work with both feet
-Once number is called, combine with coach before shooting
Coaching Points:
-Ankle locked
-Knee over ball
-Head Down
-Target on goal
- Laces / strike throught the ball
- land on plant foot

Number reaction (10 mins)



Set Up:
In pairs- they take turns to volley the ball back and forth.
Progress to half volley (allow ball to bounce), then have ball on the
ground.
Focus on using both feet. (10 strikes with one foot then 10with the
other)
Coaching Points:
Laces - Toes pointed
Ankle locked
Planted foot aimed at target- and not too close to the ball.
Arms out for balance. Knee over the ball (Knee should cover the
foot on the ground)

Ball Mastery-Shooting (10 mins)
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